
 SMART PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY FEATURING 48 200W (2M) LAMPS

 LED ILLUMINATED LIFESTYLE DESIGN

 ALL NEW FLOATING DOOR SYSTEM

 SURROUND COOLING PLUS

 SMART CONTROL TOUCH PANEL

FIND YOUR GLOW
 BEAUTY LIGHT FEATURING 32 180W BEAUTY LIGHT LAMPS

 VIBRA SHAPE PLATFORM

 IDEAL ADDITION TO ANY GYM OR SALON ENVIRONMENT, APPROPRIATE FOR ALL SKIN TONES

 ALL NEW SURROUND COOLING PLUS

 3D SOUND WITH OPTIONAL BLUETOOTH CONNECT

 SMART CONTROL TOUCH PANEL WITH VOICE GUIDE

BEAUTY ANGEL 7200
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

BEAUTY LIGHT

32 180

BL  Watt max. 

Standard Equipment: 
Beauty Light, Beauty Angel Design, LED  
Interior Light, Floating Door System, 
Surround Cooling PLUS, 3D-Sound-Sys-
tem*, MP3 Aux, Smart Control, Pro-
fessional Set-up Manager, Voice  
Guide, Vibra Shape

Bluetooth Connect (O)

* 3D-Sound unit includes Voice Guide, MP3- & iPod-Dock-in, SD-Card-Slot Automatic Volume and Auto Play

GENERAL
•  Dimensions closed (L x W x H in): 49 x 57 x 91
•  Dimensions open (L x W x H in): 63 x 57 x 91
•  Recommended Room Size: 7‘ x 7‘

PERFORMANCE
•  Total power input at 230V main voltage: 8,200 Watt
•      Breaker: 40 amp 3-pole or 70 amp 2-pole
•  Weight: approx. 910 lb

(O) = optional

The interior shines brightly with LED lighting for a clean and inviting 

space that your customers will enjoy. 

LED INTERIOR LIGHT

The new Surround Cooling Plus system encircles the entire body 

with an adjustable flow of cool air throughout a session. From  

head-to-toe, users are able to perfectly position the flow of air to 

individual specifications.COOLING PLUS

SURROUND

The 3D Sound System provides a sensational sound experience. 

The system consists of two speakers and an integrated subwoofer. 

Clients can connect their smartphone via audio cable or use the 

internal SD card.3D SOUND

With this function your clients can connect their MP3 player or 

smartphone using an audio cable and enjoy their own music during 

the Beauty Angel session.

MP3 AUX

The Smart Touch Control Panel by Ergoline sets a new standard. The 

sleek glass surface is attractive, intuitive and easy to clean. Simply 

select a feature and used the the Plus and Minus buttons to adjust 

to your desired settings.SMART CONTROL

The Professional Set-Up Manager makes it easy to adjust the  

Beauty Angel to your salon’s needs. Preset the default settings for  

various features including the LED light show, AC temperatures, fan 

speed and music volume, to name just a few.SET-UP MANAGER

Voice Guide supports your customers in selecting and adjusting 

comfort features during a session in the Beauty Angel.  Voice Guide 

can be deactivated or activated at any time.

VOICE GUIDE

Using Bluetooth Connect, the client can wirelessly transfer their  

favorite music from their own smartphone to the Beauty Angel. It’s  

really easy to control during the Beauty Angel session using the  

convenient Smart Control panel.CONNECT (O)

BLUETOOTH

The 32 Beauty Light Lamps in the newly designed Beauty Angel 

7200 create a warm, inviting and energizing atmosphere combined 

with a full body workout by the vibra-shape platform.
32  x 180 W

BEAUTY LIGHT

Vibra Shape, activates the body’s entire muscular system through 

its vibrations. The client can choose from four different programs, 

each offering varying levels of targeted muscle stimulation,  

exercise and massage intensity.VIBRA SHAPE

The new Floating Door System on the Beauty Angel makes  

customer use and maintenance simple with ehnanced floating 

hinges, soft-close technology and one-touch opening capability for 

entrance.DOOR SYSTEM

FLOATING

The following people should not use the BEAUTY ANGEL:

Women who are pregnant, People with epilepsy, People with illnesses that are sensitive to light, People using medication or herbal remedies that may result in light sensitivity such as antibiotics, anti-inflammatory
drugs, St. John’s Wort, etc.  Platform Body Vibration training should be omitted after surgery or if you are suffering from cardiac issues, hip and bone diseases, are pregnant, have received bone implants or are suffering
rom an acute illness or inflammation. If in doubt about whether you should use the Beauty Angel, please seek medical advice prior to use.

Eyewear: The Beauty Angel is not a tanning device, but the lamps emit light energy that is bright in nature. Therefore, we recommend the use of protective eyewear such as Super Sunnies®, Podz™, Wink-Ease®, 
sunglasses or similar products that limit light transmission while using the Beauty Angel. The eyewear should still allow you to see the control panel and maneuver about the cabin area. You should test eyewear with 

the unit activated to ensure comfort and safety. The Beauty Angel generates bright visible light that may cause headaches or discomfort for those who are sensitive to such light. You should never stare directly into 
the light for any reason.  Cosmetics: Please be aware that makeup may reduce or block the effectiveness of the system. For best results we recommend removing all makeup prior to use.  Medication: Certain 
photosensitive medications and cosmetics may increase sensitivity to light. Typically, these products feature a warning label to notify you of potential adverse effects. Please consult with a physician prior to 
using the Beauty Angel if you are using any such products or medications or have a history of skin problems or believe yourself to be sensitive to light. A list of common photosensitive medications and 
products should be on display at the location featuring the Beauty Angel. 


